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**dap: Data frame apply functions**

**Description**

Functions that apply expressions to input data objects and return data frames.
- **dapc**: Apply function to columns of a data frame.
- **dapr**: Apply function to rows of a data frame.
- **dapc_if**: Apply function to certain columns of a data frame.
- **dapr_if**: Apply function to certain rows of a data frame.

**Usage**

```r
dapc(.data, .f, ...)  
dapr(.data, .f, ...)  
dapc_if(.data, .predicate, .f, ...)  
dapr_if(.data, .predicate, .f, ...)
```

**Arguments**

- **.data**: Data frame input.
- **.f**: Function to apply to element (columns or rows). This can be written as a single function name e.g., `mean`, a formula-like function call where `~ mean(.x)` is assumed to be the iterated over element of input data e.g., `~ mean(.x)`, or an in-line function definition e.g., `function(x) mean(x)`.
- **...**: Other values passed to function call.
- **.predicate**: Logical vector or expression evaluating to a logical vector. If not a logical vector, this can be written as a single function name e.g., `is.numeric`, a formula-like function call where `~ is.numeric(.x)`, or an in-line function definition e.g., `function(x) is.numeric(x)`. Regardless, if a logical vector is not provided, this expression must return a logical vector of the same length as the input .data object. The resulting logical vector is used to determine which elements (rows or columns) to iterate over with the .f function/expression.

**Value**

A data frame

**See Also**

`lap vap`
### Description

`ilap`: Iterate over sequence length of input and return list(s)

### Usage

```r
ilap(.data, .f, ...)  
```

### Arguments

- `.data` Object representing the sequence length, used as ".i" in the .f expression. If matrix or data frame, sequence length will be determined by the number of columns. If integer, then it will be passed directly onto function call, otherwise the object will be converted into a sequence from 1 to the length of the object.

- `.f` Function to apply to each element (as an integer position) of input object. This can be written as a single function name e.g., `mean`, a formula-like function call where ".i" is assumed to be the integer position of input data object e.g., `~ mean(mtcars[[.i]]), or an in-line function definition e.g., `function(x) mean(mtcars[[x]])`.

- `...` Other values passed to function call.

### Value

A list

### See Also

Other lap: `lap`

### Examples

```r
## return string list
ilap(1:10, ~ paste0(letters[.i], rev(LETTERS)[.i]))  

## return list of columns
ilap(mtcars, ~ c(row.names(mtcars)[.i], mtcars$wt[.i]))
```
### Description

Function(s) that apply expressions to input data objects and return lists.

**lap**: Iterate over input and return list(s)

### Usage

```r
lap(.data, .f, ...)  
```

### Arguments

- `.data`  
  Input object—numeric, character, list, data frame, etc.—over which elements will be iterated. If matrix or data frame, each column will be treated as the elements which are to be iterated over.

- `.f`  
  Function to apply to each element of input object. This can be written as a single function name e.g., `mean`, a formula-like function call where `\'.x\'` is assumed to be the iterated over element of input data e.g., `~ mean(.x)`, or an in-line function definition e.g., `function(x) mean(x)`.

- `...`  
  Other values passed to function call.

### Value

A list

### See Also

- `dap`  
- `vap`

Other `lap`: `ilap`

### Examples

#### ## return string list

```r
lap(letters, ~ paste0(.x, "."))  
```

#### ## return list of columns

```r
lap(mtcars[1:5, ], as.character)  
```
vap

vap: Vector apply functions

Description

Functions that apply expressions to input data objects and return atomic vectors e.g., numeric (double), character, logical.

vap_dbl: Iterate over input and return double(s)
vap_chr: Iterate over input and return character(s)
vap_lgl: Iterate over input and return logical(s)
vap_int: Iterate over input and return integer(s)

Usage

vap_dbl(.data, .f, ...)
vap_chr(.data, .f, ...)
vap_lgl(.data, .f, ...)
vap_int(.data, .f, ...)

Arguments

.data  Input object–numeric, character, list, data frame, etc.–over which elements will be iterated. If matrix or data frame, each column will be treated as the elements which are to be iterated over.

.f     Function to apply to each element of input object. This can be written as a single function name e.g., mean, a formula-like function call where '.x' is assumed to be the iterated over element of input data e.g., ~ mean(.x), or an in-line function definition e.g., function(x) mean(x).

...    Other values passed to function call.

Value

A double vector
A character vector
A logical vector
A integer vector

See Also

dap lap
Examples

## character
vap_chr(letters, ~ paste0(.x, "."))

## double
vap_dbl(rnorm(4), round, 3)

## logical
vap_lgl(letters, ~ .x %in% c("a", "e", "i", "o", "u"))

## integer
vap_int(rnorm(5), ~ as.integer(.x))
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